Let Tt be a measure preserving (m.p.) flow on a probability space (X,/~) and let r be a positive integrable function on X, Sxrdl~=f. We say that a flow T 7 is obtained from Tt by the time change r if :rT(x) = rw~x,,~(x) for g-almost every (a.e.) x EX and all t E R, where w(x, t) is defined by
where S~ox)r2(T~x)du=v (x) , is an invertible conjugacy between T; l and T: 2, i.e.
wor?(x) = r? o(x) for a.e. xEX and all tER. If Tt is ergodic and rl, r2 are homologous along Tt via some measurable functions v~ and v2 then v2-vl is equal to a constant a.e.
Let G denote the group SL(2, R) equipped with a left invariant Riemannian metric and let T be the set of all discrete subgroups F of G such that the quotient space 
[fMqJ(x)q~(h,x)d#(x)<<.D~lt,-~* (**)
for some D,, a~0>0 and all t*0. We shall denote by K(M) the set of all positive integrable functions r on M such that r and r -1 are bounded and r-f satisfies (**) for some Dr, Ctr>0. 
and 7)( ) -ha~d~))(~Oc(X))
for lul-a.e, xfM1, where *pc(F~g)=F2Cg, gfG.
The second conclusion of Theorem 1 says that z~ and rc defined by rc(X)=r2(~Oc(X)), x f M 1 are homologous along h~ l) via v c defined by ~ OW, c(x) ) Vc(X)= zc(h~l)x)du, xfM I. dO
Let us note that it follows from [1] that if ~p: (Ml,btr)--*(M2,/.zr) is an invertible measurable conjugacy between h~ t and h~ 2 then ~p is in fact measure preserving. The same is true when 7) is not invertible and M2 is compact. We assumed in Theorem 1 that fi=,2. Suppose now that a=fl=l=f2=b and let The commutation relation (*) shows that h~' and h~' are isomorphic via gs, i.e. 
and a measurable o:M2--*R such that C FIC-1cF2 and ~p(x)-ho~Oc(g,x))V/c(g,x ) for
/~t-a. for lu~-a.e, xEM l and all tER.
For FET let f'={CEG: CFC-'=F} ET be the normalizer off in G. Let KI(M) be the set of all rEK(M) with ~=1, M=F{ G. We say that r,,r2EK,(M) are homologous modulo f" if there is CEf" such that r, and rc=r20,Pc are homologous along hr.
Corollary 2 says that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the isomorphism classes of hi, r E K,(M) and the homology classes of r E K,(M) mod f'.
Let ft be a m.p. flow on a probability space (X,/z) and let W(ft) be the set of all isomorphisms v2:X---~X such that ,pft(x)=ft,p(x) for/~-a.e, xEX and all tER, i.e. ,p commutes with every ft, tER. We say that ~l,~2El-I-/(ft) are equivalent if ~32=fpo~) 1 a.e. for some p E R. Let x(ft) denote the set of equivalence classes in W(ft). We define a group operation in ~r by [,pd Summarizing, we conclude that if z" E K(M) then h i inherits all the rigid properties of ht found in [6] .
Finally, let us note that for any F I, F 2 E T the horocycle flows h~ 1) and h~ 2) are Kakutani equivalent (see [4, 7] ). This means that there is a time change rl:Ml--->R + such that hl 2) is isomorphic to h~ ~. It follows from [3] that rl can be assumed differentiable and bounded on M1, but some partial derivatives of rl may be unbounded. Our Corollary 4 shows that there is no such a r~ with bounded r~-i and bounded partial derivatives unless Fi and F2 are conjugate in G.
I am grateful to C. Moore for proving [2] at my request. 
PreUnfmaries

Dynamical properties of ht
In this section we shall prove the following Let us introduce some notations. Let I be an interval in R and let Ji, Jj be disjoint
then hsuE Y and there is t(s)>0 increasing in s such that ht(s)vE U(hsu;e), (iii)
I(t(s')-t(s))-(s'-s)l<--.(s'-s) l-~ for all s,s'EA with max{(s'-s), (t(s')-t(s))}>lm. Then (1) if 2 E A and l(
We shall use the following lemma whose proof in [5] is due to R. Solovay. (u, v, 77) . We shall write Henceforth the symbol D will always mean a positive constant which can be chosen less than 100 if e>O is sufficiently small. 
LEMMA 2.2. Given ~>0, there is 0<0=0(~,)<1 such that ifI is an interval of length t (t is big) and a={J~ ..... .In} is a partition ofl into black and white intervals such that
(1) d(Ji, Jj)~[min {l(Ji),
l(Jj)}]l+~" for any two black Ji, JjE a (2) l(J)<--.3tl4 for any black JEa
B(u, v, ~/) = {(u, v), (h, u, hq(r) o)} = {(u, 13), (U, U)} emphasizing that (u,
B, • Bj if (u~, v,) L (uj, v).
We shall impose on fl the following conditions 
d(B', B") > Q > 1
Now let a be the partition of I= [0, 2] into black and white intervals induced by fie"
We have using (2.12) and (2.14)
for any two black Ji, Jj E a. 
Suppose that BirBj, i<j. Then max {sj-gi, tj-~} >~ m by (2.2) and our choice of t. This implies via (iii) that
I(tj-~)-(sj-~i)[ <<. (Sj--~i) l-rl.
Suppose that Bi~Bj, i<j. It follows from the construction of B i, Bj that sj-si>~ lo(ui, vi, q) > m and therefore by (iii). This implies that
and that B i and Bj are disjoint.
U2 = hs 2 u i, 02 = h t(s2) O l" u2E Y, since Y is compact. This process defines a collection of (e, r/)-blocks on the orbit intervals [ul,haul], [vl,ht(~)vl], Bi = Sj--Si > lo(Ui, Oi, 1])
15 where
I(tj-ti)-(sj-si)l < (sj-si) 1-~ [([j-ti)-(sj-si)I <~ (sj-si) 1-'1
Thus 
The class K(M)
Let us recall that a positive measurable function r on M=F\G, F E T belongs to K(M), if r and 3-l are bounded and 
If (x) th, x)d,l <~D,t, -a.
P=P(co)~-M with/~(P)>l-w and m=m(P)>O such that if xEP then ]fo'qg(hux)du<.t'-~' for all t>~m, where a' =a'(q~)=a(cp)/8.
Proof. Denote
We claim that
for some/9>0 and all t>0, where a=a(q0) is as in (3.1). Indeed, we have using (3.1)
fM[St(X)]2 dl~ = ~M (fOt fotcP(hsx)q~(hux)ds du) dl~
<< 2D t2_a = l~t2_a.
1-a
It follows from (3. Now let t>>-pko and let k>~k o be such that Pk < t ~<Pk+l.
One can compute that
P~+ l--Pk = Qp~-~14
for some Q>0 and all k= I, 2 ...
.. This implies that t = Pk+q
where O<q<~Qp~-~a4. For xEP we have using (3.2)
Is,(x)l ~ I%(x)l+ ~(h.x) du ~ < Pk for some 6>0, since q0 is bounded. This completes the proof.
Q.E.D.
Time changes and a conjugacy ~0
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1. For u E Ml and t E R let z(u, t) be defined by
~l(u, 0 = ~2(~(u), z(u, t)).
It follows from (4.2) that g, Lo)t, ~ _ t,(2) ~o(u) r I, ul --~z(u, t) for/~ra.e, u E MI and all t E R. Expression (4.1) implies that (4.5) Let r,= 89 log tl, +~ and let V= f'l, g~, V,, #I(V)>0.
! t <~ z(u, t) ~ K2t
LEMMA 4.1. Let u, oE V and" _,,(l)t,,(l), for some lal, lfll<6'. Then
where Un=g_r lpgr. t,,n--g_r tF~r, V.
Proof.
O n g~ln)U Un ar,, U, = t I __
u, = •(u,). v,-q)(v.).
We have using (4.4) and (1.3)
We have using (4.4) and (1. if 6'>0 is sufficiently small. It follows from the definition of X that ifp EBn then ,(s(p) ); e/2), n = 1,2 .....
s(p')-s(p) >~ m
for some p, p' EBb, p<p'. It follows then from (4.6) and (4.9) that
and therefore Po =po(n) = infBn, p =p(n) = supBn
We can assume without loss of generality that Po,/~EBn. We have using (4.10) and (4.6) if n is sufficiently large. It follows from (4.12) that
for all p with s(p) E A'.
Denote
We have
y" E U(x'; e/2). 
t( s ) = z( a( q(p ) ) -ao) .
We have using (4.11) 
(t(s')-t(s)), (s'-s)} I> m then
I(t(s')-t(s))-(s'-s)[ ~< (s'
where
h(pl)poXn = g(1) /,,(l)th(l) . 
I(t(s')-t(s))-(s'-s) I <~ (s'-s) 1-~.
Thus we have proved (4. I8) assuming that s'-s>~rn. Similarly, we can prove (4. Proof of Theorem 1. Let ~-~c"Ml, gl(Q)=l and a subsequence {nk}c{n} be as in is a measurable conjugacy between h~ l) and hl 2). In fact, ~ is measure preserving (see [6] ). It follows from the rigidity theorem [6] that there are C E G, a E R such that CF I C -1 c F 2 and ~j(u) = h(a2)~c(U) 
I8) assuming that t(s')-t(s)>-m.
I(t(s')-t(s))-(s'-s)l ~ (s'-s) l-~.
Un($) = ~r n~(l)(
t(s')-t(s) = t~ 0 +r)z(tln+r(s ' -s)).
It follows from (4.3) that and therefore
iz(tl+r(s, s))_ tl+Y(s ,_s) I ~< [tln+r(s,_s)] l~-q I(t(s')-t(s))-(s'-s)l ~ (s'-s) 1-~.
This proves (4.27) when s'-s>~m. Similarly, we prove (4.27) when t(s')-t(s)~m. 
